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ITALIAN VESSEL UNDER WHITE ENSIGN

An Italian armed lighter, captured at Pantellaria, is now back at her old

job, carrying stores and supplies between N, Africa and the Italian islands,
this time under the White Ensign*

The engine-room boasts the proud inscription, now true for the first

time - "Mare Nostrum”*

The Commanding Officer of what is claimed to be the first Italian ship
to be commissioned in the Royal Navy in the latest campaign, is Sub,

Lieutenant W,R, Key, R.N,V,R, His second in command is Midshipman W. Smith,

R,N,V,R,

The lighter was found to be in a filthy state when captured* The whole

craft had to be thoroughly cleaned before the British crew could move in,

The guns, although rusted and dirty, were in working order*

. Living conditions for the crew are poor, their mess-deck being only
four-foot six high, so that no-one can stand upright* In contrast, the quarters
for the two officers are airy and well-furnished and were equipped with a fine

array of decanters and wine glasses*

Italian flags are now being used on board as table-cloths, dish-cloths

and towels.

"There was a rumour that we were being sent home to Plymouth to be covered

with savings* stamps for warship 1
s week," said Midshipman Smith, "but unfortunately

that has turned out. to be just another beautiful rumour,"

Another lighter, a German one, captured at Pantellaria, is also being

recommissioned for service in the Royal Navy,

These enemy lighters are two among the thousands of landing craft, big
and small, which are operating the greatest non-stop ferry service in history

from N,African harbours in Sicily,

Ever since the initial landings they have been rushing up men, guns,

tanks, stores, aircraft,''.airfield ground staffs, transport and food to support

the Allied offensive.

On their return trips from Sicily they are crammed with Italian' prisoners,

making good their boast scrawled on walls in Tunisia "We shall return,"
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